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ABSTRACT

Aim MacArthur and Wilson’s theory of island biogeography was revolutionary,
and also inspired the more recent unified neutral theory of biodiversity and biogeography. The unified neutral theory has the potential to make predictions
about island biogeography that are not well studied. Here we aim to unify the
two theories by using an ecological neutral model to study immigration and
extinction rates on islands – the cornerstone of MacArthur and Wilson’s theory.
Methods We conduct simulations of a spatially implicit neutral model and
measure species abundances, immigration rates and extinction rates. We study
the behaviour of the model at dynamic equilibrium and on approach to
dynamic equilibrium both from volcanic origin (low initial diversity) and from
land bridge origin (high initial diversity). We extend the model to study the
effects of clustered immigration and to explicitly account for the distinction
between immigration and colonization.
Results Our model, in accord with the simplest version of MacArthur and
Wilson’s theory, predicts linear immigration and extinction rates as functions
of species richness at dynamic equilibrium. In contrast, the approach to
dynamic equilibrium produces rich and unexpected behaviour where immigration and extinction rates are non-monotonic functions of species richness, at
odds with other theory. Once examined, however, this behaviour makes biological sense and results from the influence of the species abundance distribution
over immigration and extinction rates. The turnover predicted by our first
model appears high, but can be lowered to realistic levels with an alternative
model of clustered immigration or by accounting for the difference between
the immigration of a new species and its true colonization of the island.
Main conclusions MacArthur and Wilson’s theory of island biogeography
and ecological neutral theory are different, but there are strong similarities in
their assumptions and predictions that should not be overlooked when evaluating them. Our results highlight the importance of species abundances as indicators of immigration and extinction rates; species richness alone is
insufficient. In particular, extinction rate and species abundances are unavoidably linked, as rarity usually precedes extinction.
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INTRODUCTION
MacArthur & Wilson’s (1963, 1967) equilibrium theory of
island biogeography (ETIB) caused a revolution in the field
of island biogeography and continues to inspire a tremenª 2013 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

dous interest (see chapters in Losos & Ricklefs, 2010). The
central concept of the ETIB was a dynamic equilibrium in
species richness where immigration of new species was balanced by local extinction. Under the ETIB, both immigration
and extinction rates on islands are functions of island species
http://wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/jbi
doi:10.1111/jbi.12064
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richness, assumed linear in the simplest case, but allowed to
be concave in other versions. The ETIB is perhaps best
known for its iconic diagrams showing immigration and
extinction rates against species richness, with the species
richness at dynamic equilibrium (hereafter just equilibrium)
being given where these two lines cross. Many of the predictions and assumptions of the ETIB were verified empirically,
first by Simberloff & Wilson (1969) and later by others,
reviewed by Schoener (2010). The ETIB does not have universal support from empirical data; for example, Bush &
Whittaker (1991) argue that it would take so long for volcanic islands to reach equilibrium that the frequency of volcanic disruptions will prevent the system from ever reaching
this state. Consequently, there is a growing interest in the
disequilibrium behaviour of volcanic islands (Whittaker
et al., 2008) and a clear need for more quantitative theory
for islands that are not at equilibrium (Heaney, 2000).
More recently, a spatially implicit individual-based neutral
model was introduced inspired partly by the ETIB. This
model is the best known of a number of models within ‘The
unified neutral theory of biodiversity and biogeography’
(Hubbell, 2001) and it shares key features with the ETIB. In
particular, it features a ‘local community’ (interpretable as
an island) where local extinction is in equilibrium with
immigration from the ‘metacommunity’ (interpretable as the
mainland). Like the ETIB, the neutral spatially implicit
model can predict species richness as island size and isolation
vary (we refer to the neutral spatially implicit model as the
NSIM from here on). Whilst it has often been referred to as
UNTB in the past (after the unified neutral theory of biodiversity and biogeography), this terminology confuses the
general concept of neutral theory with one particular neutral
model; many other neutral models are also available
(reviewed in Rosindell et al., 2011). The applicability of ecological neutral theory in a non-neutral world has been
debated, but it is not the purpose of this work to repeat the
existing commentary on this issue (Rosindell et al., 2011,
2012). Our perspective is that a model need not be completely realistic in order to be worthwhile and useful
(Wennekes et al., 2012).
The key difference between MacArthur and Wilson’s ETIB
and the NSIM is that the latter operates at the level of individual organisms. Individuals – not species – immigrate onto
the island under the NSIM, although we note that Azovsky
(1988) studied equilibrium density of individual ciliates on
sand islands in the context of the ETIB. One major advantage of individual-based models is the possibility of predicting patterns of species abundances rather than just presence
and absence. The potential benefits of adopting an individual-based neutral model, such as the NSIM, as a new standard for island biogeography have been highlighted from the
start (Hubbell, 2001) and lately reiterated (Hubbell, 2010;
Rosindell & Phillimore, 2011). For example, an extension of
the NSIM incorporating a more realistic speciation process
was recently successfully used to predict patterns of endemic
and immigrant species and their abundances on islands
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(Rosindell & Phillimore, 2011). In general, however, the
NSIM has rarely been applied to investigate key concepts in
island biogeography. Immigration and extinction rates as a
function of species richness formed a cornerstone of the
ETIB. It is therefore pivotal to the integration of the ETIB
with neutral theory that the NSIM predictions for these rates
are understood. Previous work considered this, and predicted
concave immigration and extinction curves arising from the
NSIM (Hubbell, 2010), consistent with the more advanced
(and often described as non-neutral) version of the ETIB.
The earlier work was, however, restricted to extremely high
immigration rates and did not make the critical distinction
between equilibrium and non-equilibrium cases.
Here we show the immigration and extinction rates for
the NSIM at equilibrium and on approach to equilibrium
separately, for new islands that have been created by the
removal of a land bridge (high initial diversity), or by volcanic activity (low initial diversity), and for a wide range of
immigration rates. We find that the fluctuations around the
equilibrium in the NSIM are in fact apparently linear and
strikingly similar to the simplest (often described as neutral)
version of MacArthur and Wilson’s theory. In contrast, on
approach to equilibrium, the individual-based nature of the
NSIM leads to rich and complex behaviour with the immigration and extinction rates often following non-monotonic
functions of species richness completely unlike those
assumed by the ETIB. We find that rates of species turnover
per generation predicted by the NSIM are probably higher
than would be thought to be realistic in actual data, a point
not commented on in earlier work (Hubbell, 2010). We were
able to resolve this problem with more advanced variations
of the model that involve clustered immigration or ways to
account for the distinction between immigration and colonization.
METHODS
The basic model
Our simulations are based on the NSIM and variations of it.
The code was written in C++ and is provided as supporting
information in Appendix S1. In our simulations, there is an
island and a mainland. On the island, in every time step, an
individual organism dies leaving a habitat gap. The gap is
then immediately filled with the birth of another individual
(the zero sum assumption; Hubbell, 2001). With probability
(1
m) this newborn is an offspring from a randomly chosen parent individual within the island. Each individual in
the island is equally likely to be chosen as the parent so
within-island spatial structure is not explicitly modelled.
Alternatively, with probability, m, the newborn is the offspring of a randomly chosen individual in the mainland
(Fig. 1). The species identity of the newborn will always be
the same as the species identity of its parent. We define a
single generation in this model as the mean lifetime of an
individual organism. This is a study of immigration and
Journal of Biogeography 40, 1107–1118
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Figure 1 A schematic showing the basic immigration model of
the neutral spatially implicit model (NSIM) compared to our
clustered immigration model and protracted immigration
model. Abbreviations: m, immigration rate; mc, number of
conspecific immigrants in clustered immigration; sI, number of
generations required for immigrant populations to become
colonized in protracted immigration.

extinction (not of speciation) and thus, in common with
Hubbell’s best-known model, there is no speciation on the
island. For a study of within-island speciation based on neutral theory we refer readers to Rosindell & Phillimore (2011).
Note that there is no explicit treatment of sexual reproduction in most ecological neutral models. Perhaps the best way
to interpret this is that only females are considered, but the
abundance of females would be strongly correlated with the
total abundance of the species. The immigration probabilities
of an individual (female) would then implicitly encompass
the additional barriers of colonization (e.g. arriving pregnant,
arriving with a male, or finding a male already present).
The mainland
In the original NSIM, the mainland (metacommunity) abundance distribution, from which immigrating individuals are
drawn, was assumed to be a fixed log-series distribution and
the immigration probabilities for each species were interpreted as being given by their relative abundance on the
mainland. In our implementation, we have a similar pool of
species on the mainland, each of which has a fixed abundance, but we relax the requirement for this to be a logseries – it could take any form. In a purely neutral implementation, these probabilities would differ only because
species have different abundances on the mainland. In reality, however, there will be other differences between species
Journal of Biogeography 40, 1107–1118
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that influence their probability of immigration onto the
island. It is important to recognize that the distribution of
immigration probabilities could be reinterpreted in a nonneutral way without changing the model itself, or its predictions. For example, the immigration probabilities could represent the combined effects of both mainland abundance and
long-distance dispersal ability for each species. For our simulations, we use two different distributions of immigration
probabilities of species:
1. A uniform distribution consisting of a pool of 1000 species, each with an equal chance of having an individual
immigrate to the island.
2. A ‘difference log-series’ distribution (Rosindell et al.,
2010), which after sampling appears similar to a log-series,
but which unsampled has fewer rare species.
If a trade-off exists between immigration probability and
mainland abundance (Levine & Rees, 2002; Kneitel & Chase,
2004) then more abundant species on the mainland would
be less likely to immigrate (per capita); however, there would
be more individuals of that species with the potential of
immigration, so net immigration probabilities would
approach a uniform distribution. A log-series distribution of
abundances would arise on the mainland under a non-spatial
neutral model where dead individuals are, with probability
(1
ν), replaced by the offspring of randomly chosen individuals and, with probability ν, are replaced with the founding individual of a new species. The difference log-series
distribution of mainland abundances comes from a similar
non-spatial neutral model but where speciation is a gradual
process (protracted speciation), rather than an instantaneous
event (point mutation speciation) (Rosindell et al., 2010).
The hump shape of the difference log-series when plotted on
a logarithmic scale (in ‘octaves’) is qualitatively similar to
Preston’s log-normal distribution (Preston, 1948). The difference log-series is, however, more closely allied to the logseries (Fisher et al., 1943) in terms of its mathematics and its
quantitative predictions for the common species tail of the
distribution. The difference log-series is thus an improvement on the log-series distribution that incorporates similarities with the log-normal and other distributions. In the
present work, we created our difference log-series using a
speciation initialization rate of l = 10 7, a mainland carrying capacity of JM = 109 individuals and duration of speciation of s = 104 generations (Rosindell et al., 2010). We do
not, however, expect the precise details to affect our main
conclusions.
Approaches to equilibrium
We studied two distinct approaches to equilibrium: volcanic
origin islands and land bridge origin islands. The land bridge
origin scenario corresponds to a case where part of the
mainland becomes an isolated island, for example as a result
of sea level rise. To simulate this we used the initial condition of an island containing a random sample of individuals
from the mainland species abundance distribution. Such an
1109
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island is then supersaturated: it would naturally have an initial richness higher than that expected at its new equilibrium
as a more isolated habitat. In contrast, the volcanic origin
corresponds to the case where a fresh island appears already
isolated from the mainland. Neutral theory typically only
applies to a particular guild; a single neutral model cannot
capture the interaction between guilds (Hubbell, 2001). Consequently, the time a volcanic island spends unpopulated for
the guild of interest is outside the scope of the model. The
most appropriate initial condition for an island of volcanic
origin is thus a single population on the island corresponding to a species richness of one, which is clearly lower than
the richness expected at equilibrium after other species colonized. Within the chosen guild, the species chosen to initially
populate a new volcanic island was the mainland species
with the highest probability of immigration. In this context
of a single guild neutral model, alternative choices for the
first colonizing species would be of little consequence to the
approach to equilibrium because the arrival and local extinction of later colonizers will dominate the dynamics and be
largely independent of which species from that guild was the
first to colonize. In the context of a real volcanic island
undergoing succession with different guilds arriving in an
ordered fashion, the first colonizer would indeed be important, but such a model is outside the scope of this work.
Simulation methods
We keep track of the abundances of all species at all times,
and record the species richness of the system whenever a
species immigrates or goes extinct. To obtain rates of immigration and local extinction that are not specific to a particular richness, we would divide the total number of
immigration (or extinction) events by the total time (in generations) for which we were measuring. To obtain rates as a
function of species richness we must divide the number of
immigration (or extinction) events occurring at that species
richness by the total time that the system spent at that species
richness. If the system did not fluctuate to a given species
richness very often, then reliable rates could not be calculated and we excluded them.
To obtain immigration and extinction rates from the
model in approach to equilibrium, we took readings continuously from initialization until the system reached equilibrium. We then took further readings to determine the
behaviour of the system at equilibrium, where it still fluctuates a little to either side of the equilibrium richness value.
We define the system as having reached equilibrium when
the initial conditions are no longer influencing its present
state. Another commonly used definition of equilibrium is
that it occurs when immigration and extinction rates are
equal (on average); however, this is distinct from (and
weaker than) our definition. If the initial condition no longer
influences the state of the system (the system is at equilibrium by our definition), then initial conditions of extremely
high diversity or extremely low diversity would be equally
1110

likely to lead to the present state of the system and that must
mean currently balanced immigration and extinction rates.
When one considers the abundances of species, immigration
and extinction rates might be balanced whilst the system has
not yet really reached equilibrium; this could occur where
the total species richness has reached a steady state, but not
the species abundance distribution.
According to our stronger definition of equilibrium suitable for individual-based models, equilibrium requires all
individuals of the island to be descendants of those that have
immigrated during the simulation so that no individuals are
descendants of the individuals present in the initial conditions of the simulation. To determine when this occurs, we
label every individual on the island with a Boolean flag set to
‘true’ at the start of the simulation. The flag attached to any
given individual indicates whether it is a descendant of the
individuals initially present forming the initial conditions
(true) or not, in which case it is a descendant of some individual that immigrated during the simulation (false). With
every reproduction event within the island the state of the
Boolean flag as well as the species identity gets passed from
parent to offspring. Immigration events from the mainland
bring in new individuals, so have a ‘false’ flag. The system
has reached equilibrium once all currently living individuals
have a Boolean flag value of false. After reaching equilibrium
(from either land bridge or volcanic origin) we reset all the
flags to true and continue running the system until they have
once again reverted to false – this gives us results at equilibrium with an approximately equal number of readings to
those taken outside equilibrium. Because the simulation
results were stochastic, we conducted as many repeat simulations as possible with the constraint that no more than
8 days of computer time could be used for each parameter
set. This protocol enabled us to get accurate pictures of the
immigration and extinction curves from the models without
spending a disproportionately large amount of resources on
any particular scenario. There were between 348 and 725,450
complete simulations for each set of parameters; the median
number of simulations was 34,200.
Immigration models
We experimented with alternative and more realistic models
of immigration than those defined in the original NSIM. To
see why this may be needed, imagine the case where a breeding pair of birds are blown off course by freak winds and
settle on an island where they are non-native and the only
ones of their kind. If a few days later they go elsewhere (or
die), this is not really an immigration event followed by a
local extinction – although strictly speaking one should
count it (MacArthur & Wilson, 1967). In practice, a ‘good
immigration event’ is the colonization of a species: its survival and establishment on the island as a viable population.
To resolve this issue in a variation of the NSIM, we experiment with ‘protracted immigration’ (after ‘protracted speciation’; Rosindell et al., 2010) where an immigration event
Journal of Biogeography 40, 1107–1118
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with the smaller probability of m/mc. In order to maintain
the zero sum assumption, rare clustered immigration events
are accompanied by mc deaths of individuals on the island to
make space for the mc new immigrants. This may be implicitly interpreted as new immigrants outcompeting a number
of natives due to selective advantage. These sudden deaths
may seem unrealistic; however, if one accepts the premise of
a carrying capacity for the number of individual organisms
on the island in a particular guild, such deaths are inevitable.
Modelling clustered immigration any other way would
involve relaxing the zero sum assumption, which is already
known to have little effect on the predictions of similar neutral models (Etienne et al., 2007).

(and the corresponding local extinction that occurs later)
only counts towards the rates if the species survives on the
island for a certain predefined number of generations given
by sI (Fig. 1). The immigration date is the date where the
immigrant population became a good immigrant species
(fully colonized rather than merely present). By increasing sI
one can see the effects of increasingly stringent definitions of
colonization in an otherwise identical model – a refinement
that makes good biological sense. We do not expect the difference between colonization and immigration to have been
as relevant in the original ETIB because this original model
did not consider the commonness or rarity of a species, and
thus recent immigrants would not be especially vulnerable,
as they are in the NSIM.
A further alternative ‘clustered immigration’ model allows
species to arrive on the island as small groups (Fig. 1). This
could be interpreted as flocks of birds arriving, clustered seed
dispersal or a way to model implicitly a non-neutral competitive advantage that new immigrants might initially enjoy
due to the enemy release hypothesis (Keane & Crawley,
2002). There is a variable mc that controls the number of
individuals associated with each immigration event. The
immigration rate of individuals (m) is still respected so that
instead of having one immigrant arrive with probability m
per death, we have mc conspecific immigrants arrive, but

RESULTS
A typical set of parameters reveals very different behaviours
for equilibrium, volcanic origin and land bridge origin
islands (Fig. 2). For a system that has reached an equilibrium, its fluctuations about this equilibrium reveal close to
linear relationships between species richness and rates of
immigration or extinction – in perfect accord with the simplest version of the ETIB (Fig. 2b). We note that our model
does not generally move far from its equilibrium state when
at equilibrium. The models’ dynamics are also slower at
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Figure 2 Immigration rate and extinction rate curves for (a) islands of volcanic origin, (b) islands at dynamic equilibrium (where the
island’s origin no longer influences its present state – see main text), and (c) islands of land bridge origin. Panel (d) presents the data
from all panels (a–c) together to enable them to be compared and contrasted. The green arrows show the progression of species
richness towards equilibrium from both high diversity (land bridge origin) and low diversity (volcanic origin) initial conditions. All
these data were for a difference log-series mainland immigration probability distribution, immigration rate m = 0.03 and island size
J = 10,000 individuals. In the model, individuals (and not species) are the entities arriving on an island; however, in these graphs we
count the arrival of new species, which occurs when an individual arrives of a species not already present on the island.
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The immigration curves depend less strongly on whether
or not the system is at equilibrium and instead depend on
the distribution of immigration probabilities across species.
In all cases, the immigration of individuals happens at a constant rate regardless of species richness; however, repeat
immigration of a species already present does not constitute
immigration, only a change in population size. The immigration curves are thus influenced by the richness on the island.
If all mainland species have equal abundances (Fig. 3i–l)
then the immigration curve is a straight line. When mainland species have different abundances given by a difference
log-series the immigration curve decelerates with increasing
species richness (Figs 2 & 3a–h) in agreement with the
apparently ‘non-neutral’ version of the ETIB that has concave immigration curves (MacArthur & Wilson, 1963, 1967).
Exploring the phase space of the model with different
immigration rates and island sizes reveals no important
change to the qualitative patterns for immigration and
extinction curves (Fig. 3). Of course the species richness and
turnover rates at equilibrium are still affected by these
parameters. For example, if immigration rate is very small,
the system’s approach to its equilibrium of low diversity,
from low initial diversity (volcanic origin), is not meaningful
because the system does not have far to travel to reach its
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The volcanic origin case (Fig. 2a) has an initial species richness of one, a zero extinction rate and a high immigration rate
so that species richness increases rapidly through time. The per
species extinction rate increases from zero as species richness
increases, but then peaks at an intermediate species richness
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The approach to equilibrium from a land bridge scenario (Fig. 2c) involves a per species extinction rate that
is curved and decreases with decreasing species richness.
There is a similar turn in the extinction curve as it gets
close to equilibrium. The extinction rate curves for the
land bridge origin case do change significantly for a mainland containing species with equal abundances: the extinction curve for high diversity is zero (Fig. 3i–l) and
apparently increases with decreasing diversity until it peaks
and begins to fall.
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equilibrium (Fig. 3d,l). A larger island can have high diversity even with small immigration rates and thus can have a
meaningful approach to equilibrium from low diversity
(Fig. 3h).
The effect of the exact species abundance distribution on
immigration and extinction rates is shown in Fig. 4, where
species abundance distributions were drawn for three different species richness values. In this example, at a low richness
of 250, the volcanic origin extinction rate is much higher
than that for equilibrium and land bridge origin cases of the
same richness (Fig. 4a). The reason is now clearly identified:
the species abundance distribution shows many more rare
species and fewer common species in the volcanic origin
case, compared with the other cases that agree almost perfectly with one another. Similarly at a high species richness
of 300, the lower extinction rates for land bridge origin are
revealed as being caused by there being fewer rare species
(Fig. 4c). The exact richness values where these behaviours
are seen will depend on the model’s parameters, but like our
other results, the patterns themselves are robust to changes
in parameters (Fig. 3).
In the results presented thus far, immigration and
extinction rates were probably too high to be considered
realistic. Both protracted immigration and clustered immi-

species richness = 250

gration offer good solutions to this problem (Figs 5 & 6).
Protracted immigration results counted colonization events
only when immigrant species survived on the island as a
population for sI generations. More stringent requirements
on what constitutes a colonization event (larger values of
sI) reduced turnover dramatically. Furthermore, the behaviour of the immigration and extinction curves became
more like the smooth arcs of MacArthur and Wilson’s theory, although we note that the unusual dynamics as equilibrium is approached do not disappear entirely (Fig. 5).
The immigration rate curve in the volcanic origin case
increases from an initial value of zero because there is a
delay between immigration and colonization; thus colonization rates take a short period to build up to their true
level, by which time the species richness has increased.
Under the clustered immigration model, where new species
arrive with abundances greater than one, the species turnover is low and the curves are closest of all to what would
be expected from MacArthur and Wilson’s theory, with
curved forms for the immigration rate and extinction rate
as a function of species richness (Fig. 6). As with the
results for protracted immigration (Fig. 5), there is still a
sign of more complex behavior, with the curves not always
being monotonic.
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Figure 5 Protracted immigration results: each panel shows, for a different set of parameters, the immigration rate and extinction rate
curves for volcanic origin, dynamic equilibrium and land bridge origin scenarios. All plots were for island size J = 10,000 individuals
and a difference log-series mainland immigration probability distribution. The columns correspond to different immigration rates and
the rows correspond to different thresholds for what constitutes a ‘good immigration event’. For example, sI = 10 means that a newly
immigrating species must survive for 10 generations to be counted as a good immigration event.

DISCUSSION
We find that the NSIM at equilibrium produces almost
exactly the straight lines for immigration and extinction rates
that are also predicted under the simplest version of MacArthur and Wilson’s theory of island biogeography in which all
species have equal immigration probabilities. This finding
was robust to choices of parameter values, but only appears
at equilibrium, so was not detected in earlier work that combined equilibrium and disequilibrium behaviour (Hubbell,
2010). It is likely that the linearity comes about because at
equilibrium the species richness never drifts far, so we only
see small and apparently linear sections of what are really
much larger curves as a function of species richness. It is
thus important to consider the disequilibrium behaviour of
the system to fully understand immigration and extinction.
Despite these similarities to the ETIB, the NSIM of island
biogeography generates a range of distinct quantitative predictions that could be tested empirically. First, the NSIM
predicts particular patterns as islands approach equilibrium,
reflected in distinct dynamics of immigration rates, extinction rates, and species abundance distributions. Second, the
NSIM makes very different predictions for volcanic and land
bridge islands. Third, the NSIM makes specific predictions
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about temporal species turnover rates when islands are near
equilibrium. We discuss these three predictions in more
detail below.
The NSIM model predicts particular patterns as islands
approach equilibrium. Indeed, the behaviour of the NSIM at
disequilibrium is qualitatively different from that of the ETIB
and reflects real biological processes involving the changing
abundances of species (Fig. 4) that are rarely considered in
the context of island biogeography. Different species abundance distributions can have the same species richness but
different immigration and extinction rates. For example,
more rare species would lead to higher extinction rates as
rarity often precedes extinction. The only case where we
envisage that abundance may not be correlated with extinction probability would be the complete sterilization of an
island; even in the case of major disasters, a more abundant
species has a greater chance of leaving some survivors.
In the volcanic origin case, extinction rates increased with
species richness, but then peaked and decreased again before
suddenly converging onto the straight line expected at equilibrium. Hubbell (2010) mentioned the first peak as the
result of low immigration rates, although this was not shown
in a graph. Here we find that the peak is not the exception
as suggested, but rather it is a general rule across the
Journal of Biogeography 40, 1107–1118
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Figure 6 Clustered immigration results: each panel shows, for a different set of parameters, the immigration rate and extinction rate
curves for volcanic origin, dynamic equilibrium and land bridge origin scenarios. All plots were for island size J = 10,000 individuals
and a difference log-series mainland immigration probability distribution. The columns correspond to different immigration rates (m)
and the rows correspond to different sizes of clustered immigration event. For example, mc = 30 means that each immigrating species
brings in 30 individual organisms of the same species.

majority of parameter space that only disappears under
extremely high immigration values of m = 0.5, where immigration swamps the system and makes the interior peak
undetectable.
The reason for the first interior peak is that newly immigrated species have an abundance of one and hence high
chances of extinction after only a small time delay. The
extinction rate as a function of species richness therefore
increases from zero to a high level quickly, but ultimately
becomes positively correlated with immigration because the
newly immigrated species are mostly the ones going extinct.
Empirical data do indeed seem to show that a burst of
immigration is followed by a burst of extinction shortly
afterwards, supporting the idea that the two could be correlated as our model suggests (Bush & Whittaker, 1993). Species richness is initially rapidly increasing, so it has already
reached quite a high level in the short time delay between
the first few immigration events and the extinction of the
majority of those first species. Immigration and extinction
then fall into step with one another, and extinction rates
begin to decrease along with immigration, whilst species
richness slowly increases. Similar non-monotonic patterns of
immigration and extinction rates have been observed on
Krakatau, where they were attributed to succession (Bush &
Whittaker, 1991, 1993). Although it is clear that succession is
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important on real world volcanic islands, here we show that
even in the absence of succession, changing abundance distributions through time can still cause or contribute to nonmonotonic extinction curves.
The sudden change in the extinction rate curve when it
stops decreasing and converges to the equilibrium case is a
feature of the convention that rates be plotted as a function
of species richness rather than as a function of time (Fig. 2).
Each point on the curve represents an average of the system
across many cases of hitting exactly that species richness:
some correspond to where species richness is on its way to
the equilibrium value for the first time; others correspond to
the case where the system is extremely close to equilibrium.
The sudden turn in the extinction curve appears at the species richness where the number of readings taken at a time
close to equilibrium outweighs the number taken during the
earlier stages of approach to equilibrium. This transition
happens extremely suddenly because the vast majority of
near equilibrium readings are close to the equilibrium species
richness and so a small increase in species richness can cause
them to overwhelm the other readings. The land bridge
approach to equilibrium also has a sudden turn in its extinction curve for the same reasons. Where each mainland
species has the same abundance, the land bridge initial condition gives all species a high abundance and thus extinction
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rate is initially zero and increases slowly because the extinction of any of these initially common species must be preceded by rarity and that takes time (Fig. 3i–l).
The immigration curves are in accord with MacArthur
and Wilson’s theory, having a curved and decelerating shape
for mainland species immigration probabilities following a
difference log-series. This is caused by the species absent
from the island tending to be the ones that have a lower
chance of getting there, as proposed by MacArthur and Wilson. We note that the differences in species immigration
probabilities from the mainland could be explained entirely
neutrally by differing abundances on the mainland (Hubbell,
2010), or non-neutrally involving different dispersal abilities.
It is very easy to state in text, as MacArthur and Wilson did,
that the model includes the effects of differences between
species’ dispersal abilities (and thus is non-neutral). In reality, however, the model is logically identical to one where all
the species have the same dispersal abilities but different
abundances on the mainland. Study of mainland species
abundances, and the integration of those data into the model
would be the only way to distinguish the effects of abundance and dispersal ability.
The ETIB and NSIM (at equilibrium) also differ dramatically in their predicted rates of turnover. The NSIM predicts
turnover, immigration and extinction as emergent properties
of dispersal and area. In contrast, the ETIB (in its best
known form) predicts richness as an emergent property of
immigration and extinction; thus it can essentially match any
measured turnover rate with ease. It is conspicuous that pergeneration species turnover rates predicted by the NSIM
appear rather high (Figs 2–4). Measuring true rates of turnover empirically is, however, fraught with difficulties: predictions can be different by orders magnitude based on
sampling interval, sample size and methodological efficiency
(Lynch & Johnson, 1974; Simberloff, 1976; Diamond & May,
1977). Most real turnover unfortunately involves rare species,
and these are the hardest to detect. We must therefore consider the possibility that empirical measurements of turnover
are biased so that the original NSIM predictions of relatively
high turnover are correct. This could come about either
because of ambiguity in the definition of immigration
(Lynch & Johnson, 1974) that can now be resolved with the
protracted immigration model that models colonization
rather than immigration, or because of sampling issues. For
example, we may miss the colonization and subsequent
extinction of a species due to infrequent surveys (Diamond
& May, 1977); this is known as ‘crypto-turnover’ and it
would influence both immigration and extinction rates.
Another type of sampling error is ‘pseudo-turnover’ which
refers to an already colonized species that is missed in one
survey from a time series, leading to the possibly false conclusion that it went locally extinct and then re-colonized
(Whittaker et al., 2000). Pseudo-turnover, however, causes
overestimation in real rates of turnover and that would not
explain the high rates that our model predicts without sampling artefacts.
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If the high turnover predicted by our model is incorrect, a
more realistic immigration model is likely to resolve this. We
considered the effects of clustered immigration, where species
arrive through immigration with larger abundances from the
start. This may reflect the immigration process, for example
birds arriving as flocks, or it may implicitly reflect a rare
species advantage of new immigrants. We note, however,
that a truly accurate implementation of rare species advantage in a model would require the abundance of the species
to influence the reproductive success of each individual and
this would make the model non-neutral. We found that clustered immigration significantly lowered the turnover predicted by the model as well as altering the shapes of the
immigration and extinction curves, making them closer to
being monotonic and like those used by the ETIB.
Future work could implement land bridge removal and
volcanic activity as gradual changes to island size or isolation
(rather than sudden ones as in the present work). It will be
valuable to understand the behaviour of the model during
this period of gradual change. It would also be possible to
include speciation in the model, which is likely to be important for modelling the most isolated islands, but less relevant
for islands where local immigration remains the dominant
input of new species (Rosindell & Phillimore, 2011). To consider speciation in this model would require two separate
curves for species input: immigration and speciation. This
has been considered in existing work (e.g. Lomolino, 2000;
Chen et al., 2011) albeit at the species level rather than at
the individual level.
Succession might also be incorporated into future work by
modelling each guild with a separate neutral model. The carrying capacity of a focal guild could vary, based on the
growth patterns of the other guilds with which it interacts.
We would expect such a model to predict that that a sufficiently motile guild with short generation times would
always be at equilibrium, but that the equilibrium itself is
shifting slowly based on other factors. In contrast, less motile
and longer-lived guilds may find themselves forever chasing
a changing equilibrium level of species richness (Whittaker &
Fernandez-Palacios, 2007). Succession is expected to be
important in the colonization of volcanic islands in particular (Whittaker et al., 1989; Bush & Whittaker, 1991, 1993),
and could cause an increase in total immigration rates over
time rather than a decrease (Connell & Slatyer, 1977).
CONCLUSIONS
MacArthur and Wilson’s theory revolutionized the field of
island biogeography (MacArthur & Wilson, 1963, 1967) and
inspired the unified neutral theory of biodiversity and biogeography (Hubbell, 2001). The predictions of neutral theory
for immigration and extinction rates have not previously
been understood, yet they are central to the unification of
MacArthur and Wilson’s work with ecological neutral theory.
We have investigated the best-known neutral model (NSIM)
and new variations of it in the context of MacArthur and
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Wilson’s ETIB. We find that when at equilibrium, the NSIM
produces very similar immigration and extinction curves to
the ETIB. In contrast the behaviour on approach to equilibrium is rich and unexpected, often qualitatively different to
that expected by the ETIB, with immigration and extinction
rates being non-monotonic functions of species richness that
depend strongly on the initial conditions of the system. For
example, immigration and extinction rates can be positively
correlated in cases where most extinctions are of newly
immigrated species that do not get the chance to colonize
fully.
Immigration and extinction rates as a function of species
richness can only give a restricted view of the complete
dynamics of the system; they do not display time, or species
abundances. The ETIB itself is similarly missing consideration of the species abundances, which are important because
rarity usually precedes extinction. The NSIM can encompass
the predictions of the ETIB and, with two possible new
modes of immigration, can incorporate lower turnover rates
and account for bias in the definition of turnover. We hope
that this work will help to unite ecologically neutral theory
with the ETIB, lead to more advanced individual-based
island models and inspire further data collection and analyses on islands.
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